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                                                                            Yes, this was a nod to the book. Horace Derwent was the former owner of the Overlook Hotel in its time, and seemingly Derwent himself was still alive albeit old initially but a trace of Derwent remained at the Overlook and he later haunted the sentiment hotel he bought and renovated as the Manager's right hand man and second in command of the Hotel's imprisoned human ghosts, demons and poltergeists presumably. The man in the bedroom with Roger the dogman (bearman in Kubrick's version) was a younger middle aged apparation of Derwent while the elder middle aged Injured Guest ghost was an elder form of Derwent's spirit at the age Derwent was when he died presumably.               Derwent was bisexual and married to his wife, Sylvia Derwent, and Lewis Roger Toner was a former gay lover Derwent promised to reconsider sleeping with if Roger came to the Grand fourth of July costume Ball dressed as a dog. In Kubrick's version Roger the dogman was dressed as a bear instead of a silver dog costume with a wolf-dog's mask.
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